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Abstract-A
wireless
sensor
network
(WSN)
is
a
network
of
spatially
distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions and passage of data
through the network to a base station. The WSN is built of "nodes" – from a few to several hundreds
or even thousands, where each node is connected to one (or sometimes several) sensors.DoS attacks
disrupt the entire or a part of WSN network. Detection and avoidance of DoS attacks is necessary. We
provide a technique for the same.Nodes are grouped into clusters which have a cluster head which has
information about the nodes under it. This paper intends to implement common key authentication
mechanism by which cluster head as well as any other sensor nodes in network can identify the
communicating node as an attacker node or not. Authentication server will send common key to all
nodes and cluster heads. For successful communication, hash codes of the requesting sensor node and
cluster head need to match. If they don’t then node is said to be attacker. A new key will then be
generated and distributed across the all nodes except attacker node. Aim is to make system efficient.
I.
INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network of cheap and simple processing devices (sensor nodes)
that are equipped with environmental sensors for temperature, humidity, etc. and can communicate
with each other using a wireless radio device. Sensed data collected by sink or base station nodes
which have accessed to the infrastructure like internet finally end user can fetch the data by accessing
the infrastructure networks.
 The Sensor nodes that form the sensor network. Their main objectives are making discrete,
local measurement about phenomenon surrounding these sensors, forming a wireless network
by communicating over a wireless medium, and collect data and rout data back to the user via
sink (Base Station).


The sink (Base Station) communicates with the user via internet or satellite communication. It
is located near the sensor field or well-equipped nodes of the sensor network. Collected data
from the sensor field routed back to the sink by a multi-hop infrastructure less architecture
through the sink.



The user who is interested in obtaining information about specific phenomenon to
measure/monitor its behaviour.
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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have being used in many application areas like ocean and wildlife
monitoring, manufacturing machinery performance monitoring, building safety and earthquake
monitoring, military applications and health related applications. The harsh and unattended
deployment of these networks along with that in wireless sensor networks each node has limited
energy, computation and storage space makes they are more vulnerable to attacks than wired networks.
The simplest form of such attacks is Denial ofService Attack(DoS)which can block any current
legitimate communication. However, theadversaries can compromise some sensors and launch the
DOS attack by replaying redundant messages or making overdose of fake messages . The DOS is an
attempt to make a machine or network resource unavailable to its intended users. Due to the severe
security attacks in the wireless media, the network faces various difficulties. Prevention of DOS attack
has become a very serious problem in network security. The main aim of this project is to secure the
network by build the secure cluster head in each clusters.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

1. Denial of Services
Awful action or casual failure of nodes generates Denial of Service[1]. The easiest denial of service
invasions tries to exhaust the availability of sources to the victim node, by forwarding extra not useful
packets and stop user legal network from accessing sources or services to which they are empowered.
Denial of service invasion is meant not only for the intruder’s attempt to invert, destruct or disrupt
network, but also for any event that reduces the ability of network to give a service. In WSN,different
types of denial of service invasions in several layers may be executed. The denial of service invasions
can be tampering & hindering at physical layer. Collision & hindering at link layer. Dropping packet,
fictitious routing information & tunnel at network layer. Inject wrong message & energy exit attacks
at the transport layer. The mechanisms to stop denial of service invasions involve payment for sources
of network, strong traffic’s identification & authentication.
2. Detection of DoS Attack
Initially, network administrators will first detect symptoms such as uniform degradation of network or
device performance. Uniformly degraded performance could be due to resource consumption of
bandwidth attack. Point-to-point attack can also occur to specific devices in the network, causing the
CPU utilization to run up and failure of the host to serve other users. Investigating Denial of Service
Attacks[2] often require the use of sniffers or logging at the router to determine the extent of the attack,
whether it is propagating to other hosts in the network, and to identify the pattern or signature of the
attack. Analysing router and host logs may or may not show the real nature of the attack or may cause
false reporting. In some experience with organizations installing commercial network Intruder
Detection System, misconfigured attack signature, provided wrong alert indicators. A sniffer at this
point helps to identify the real threat. Based on experience, misconfiguration of devices such as hubs
and routers can also cause DoS effect. Thus, it is advisable not to eliminate any possibility until the
packets are thoroughly examined.
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III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Network is divided in to clusters and each cluster has its respective cluster head that maintains details
of each and every node in its cluster. The nodes should be communicate only via their respective
cluster heads. The authentication server is responsible for the generation and distribution of common
keys for all nodes in the network including cluster heads. It also maintains the attacker node details for
future reference and precaution . After receiving the common key, nodes generate the hash code for
the the same using various hash functions. Communication requires that they send data along with
hash code. After receiving the data, receiver node must compare and match the received hash code
with its own . If they match then assume that sender node is the legitimate node and starts
communication with it, else it is dropped.
Also threshold value is set by the server for all the nodes in the network. After start of communication
, the receiving node increments the count by one for each transaction with that sender node and
compared with the threshold value. If it crosses the limit then the sender is assumed to be the attacker.
After detecting the attacker node, cluster head sends attacker node details to the authentication server
which will then updates the attacker node details ,generate and distributes new keys to all the nodes in
the network except the attacker node. When the attacker node tries to re-communicate using old key
with any nodes in the network , the network nodes verify the authentication and when it fails the
attacker is blocked to communicate with other nodes in the network.
Algorithm:
Detection Algorithm :
Step 1 : Cluster head receives a request message from a node which seeks a communication from
another node in a network
Step 2 : Cluster head checks whether the message is normal or not
Step 3 : If it is abnormal , consider the sender as attacker node
Step 4 : If it is normal , compare count with threshold value.
Step 5: If the count is greater than threshold, consider sender as attacker node.
Step 5 : Go to step 1
Avoidance algorithm :
Step 1 : Details of attacker node sent to server as per cluster head's notification
Step 2 : Received attacker node details are stored by server as history record. Generate and send new
common key to all nodes except attacker node.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The system is divided into 7 modules:
1. Attacker Module : This module generates random requests in large numbers in order to attack
the system. It tries to guess the authentication key.
2. Authentication server: This module generates keys for the sensor nodes and cluster heads. It
keeps track of the information of the network elements and also maintains the details of attacker
node.
3. Cluster Head: This module monitors and mediates communications between sensor nodes of
the same clusters or those in other clusters.
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4. Dbcon module: This module consists of all the databases in the system.
5. GUI: This module is implemented using java and gives the outer interface of the system.
6. Hashing module: This module is responsible for hashing the generated keys. It produces hash
codes that can be used for comparison during communication authentication.
7. Cluster nodes: this module is responsible for maintaining the details of all the sensor nodes
in their respective clusters.
The implementation is done in eclipse using java with swings.
A snapshot of the implemented interface is below:

V. CONCLUSION
This method effectively detects and eliminates DOS attacks in wireless sensor networks using common
key mechanism.
DoS attack is a threat for wireless sensor networks . We have used common key authentication
mechanism by which cluster head is able to identify an attacker node and inform authentication server.
Authentication server keeps the record of attacker node details which helps to avoid further attacks.
As an attacker node is identified , a new common key is generated and distributed to all nodes except
the attacker node by the authentication server, thus blocks the attacker node to communicate with other
nodes in the network. This mechanism helps to detect and avoid DoS attack.
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